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Abstract 
Consider for n = 0, l . . . .  the nested spaces 50, of rational functions of degree n at most with given poles 1/~i, I~il < 1, 
i = 1 .... , n. Let 50 = Uff 50,. Given a finite positive measure kton the unit circle, we associate with it an inner product on 
S by ( f ,g )= ~f~d#, Suppose k.(z, w)is the reproducing kernel for 50., i.e., (f(z),k.(z, w)) =f(w), for all f~  5°., 
Iwl < 1, then it is known that they satisfy a coupled recurrence relation. 
In this paper we shall prove a Favard type theorem which says that if you have a sequence of kernel functions k.(z, w) 
which are generated by such a recurrence, then there will be a measure/~ supported on the unit circle so that k. is the 
reproducing kernel for 50.. The measure is unique under certain extra conditions on the points ~. 
Keywords: Orthogonal rational functions; Favard theorem; Reproducing kernel 
1. Introduction 
We shall be concerned with nested spaces Lf. for n = 0, 1 . . . .  which consist of rational functions 
spanned by a basis of partial Blaschke products {Bk}~,=o where Bo= 1 ,B .=B. - I ( .  for 
n = 1, 2 . . . .  and the Blaschke factors (. are defined by 
0~n ~n - -  2 
~,(z) - [0~.[ 1 - -  0~.z' [~"[ < 1. 
By convent ion ,  we set ~./1~.1 = - 1 for 0~. = 0. Note  that  when 0~k ~--- 0 for al l  k, then B.(z) = z" and 
£.e. is the space / / ,  o f  po lynomia ls  o f  degree  at  most  n. These  spaces  have  been s tud ied  in connect ion  
wi th  the P ick -Nevan l inna  prob lem [21-24 ,  26-28]  and  in many app l i ca t ions  [1 -15 ,  17, 25, 30]. 
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Consider next a finite positive measure/x (all measures in this paper will be finite and positive) on 
the unit circle T = {z e C: [z] = 1}, normalized by S dp = 1, and define the inner product 
( f ,g ) ,  = f(ei°)g(ei°)dlx(O) = t)g(t)d#(t), t = ei° e 1". 
- -1 I  
Let us denote an orthonormal system for ~e, w.r.t, this inner product by {4~k}~,=o with ~bo e ~q~o and 
4)ke2Pk\~k_l ,k = 1,2,.. . ,n. 
The kernel function 
k.(z,w) = 
k=0 
is reproducing in the sense that for anyfe  5P, and for any weD = {z ~ C: [z[ < 1 } 
( f ( t ) ,  k,(t, w) ) ,  = f(w). 
It is well known [6] that the orthogonal functions q$. satisfy some recurrence relation that 
generalizes the Szeg6 recurrence for polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. In [7] we proved 
a Favard theorem for these ~b.. This means that if we are given a set of functions 4~,, generated by 
a recurrence relation of the type alluded to, then they are orthonormal with respect o a certain 
measure that can actually be constructed. 
On the other hand, it is also known [-4] that the kernels k,(z,w) satisfy a typical recurrence 
relation and in this paper we shall prove a Favard type theorem for the kernels, which says that if 
we are given a sequence of functions {kj(z,w)}~=o, w ~ D, which satisfy this particular type of 
recurrence r lation, then they will be reproducing kernels for ~ ,  with respect to some measure that 
will be constructed in the proof. 
We treat the general case for arbitrary, not necessarily distinct, C~k in the unit disk D. Note that if 
we choose all ~k = 0, then 5e, = 17, are polynomial spaces. Also for the polynomial case this type of 
Favard theorem is new. 
2. Definitions and notations 
We shall consider several measures on the unit circle. For example, the normalized Lebesgue 
measure will be denoted by 
dO dt 
d2(0) = 2~ d2(t) 2rdt' t = e it E T. 
The space L2 (/x) of square integrable functions (on T, w.r.t. #) will be denoted as  L2  instead of L2(2) 
when the measure is the Lebesgue measure. The Hardy subspace of all L2 functions with analytic 
extension to the open unit disc D is denoted by H2. The other function classes Lp and Hp, 
0 < p ~< oo are also classical (see [16, 19, 20, 29]). In particular, the Nevanlinna class N is the set of 
ratios 9/h with 9, h ~ Hoo. This class N contains all Hp, 0 < p ~< ~.  
The substar conjugate of a function is defined by 
f , (z)  = f(1/f) .  
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The (generalized) Poisson kernel is 
1 - Iw l  2 
P(z, w) (z -- w)(z -- w) ,  w ~ O. 
Note that when z ~ T, this reduces to the usual definition 
1 - Iw l  2 
P(z ,  w)  - iz _ wl2 , z ~ T, weD.  
For f ,  ~ ~, ,  we also define a superstar conjugate to mean 
f,* (z) = B , (z ) f , , ( z )  ~ ~, .  
By H(D) we mean the set of functions holomorphic in D c C. 
The class of bounded analytic functions (Schur functions) is denoted by 
:~ = { f  e H(O): f (O)  c D} 
and the class of positive real functions (Carath6odory functions) is denoted by 
= {fE H(D): 9if(D) > 0}. 
Recall that the Cayley transform c( f )  = (1 - f ) / (1  +f )  is a one-to-one map of ~ onto ~. 
Let J be the 2 x 2 signature matrix J = 1 ~ - 1. A matrix 0 = [0ij] ~ N 2 × 2 is called J-unitary if 
O, JO = J a.e., where the substar for a matrix is defined by 
021, 
A matrix 0 e N 2 × 2 is called J-contractive (in D) if 
OrtJO ~ J, a.e. in D 
where H denotes the complex conjugate transpose and the inequality sign means that J - onJo is 
positive semi definite. 
Following [17], we shall call matrices that are J-contractive in D and J-unitary on T simply 
J-inner matrices, since they naturally generalize the notion of a complex inner function. One can 
easily check that the class of J-inner functions is closed under multiplication. These matrices will 
play an essential role in this paper. We quote the following result from [12] to illustrate how very 
specific the properties of J- inner matrices are. 
Theorem 2.1. Let 0 = [Oij] be a J-inner matrix. Set a = 011 - -  012,  b = 011 --~ 012 , C = 022 - -  021 
and d = 022 -{- 021.  Then, 
(1) [detO[ = 1, 
(2) 0- 1 = JO,d, 
(3) OJO, = J, 
(4) ~ + = bb, - 2 + =dd, '  
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(5) O H is J-inner, 
(6) b- l,d -1 el l2,  
(7) b-la, d - l ce~,  
(8) b-1 d is inner. 
An example of a constant J-inner matrix is 
, ' [  1 
0 w/q- IPl 2 , p eO and 0 -1 x/1 1012 -P  
The Blaschke-Potapov factor 
[(0 "(z, 01], with~.(z) aBlaschkefactor 
is an example of a J-inner matrix of degree 1. 
If k.(z, w) is the reproducing kernel for 5°,, then the normalized kernel K.(z, w) is defined as 
k, (z, w) 
K.(z, w) - ~ ~ k.(z, w) = K.(z, w)K.(w, w) 
(note that k.(w,w) = ~ I~b.(w)l 2> 0). 
The kernels atisfy the following properties. 
Property 2.2. Let K, be the normalized and k, the nonnormalized reproducing kernel for Zz,, then 
(superstar for kernels is w.r.t, the first argument) 
(1) k.(w, w) > O, K.(w, w) > O, 
(2) k.(w, z) = k.(z, w), K.(w, z) = K.(z, w) (sesqui-analytic), 
(3) k.(z, w) = B.(z)B,(w)k.(1/~, 1/~), i.e., k*(z, w) = k*(w, z), 
(4) k.(z, ct.) = ~b*(~.)~b*(z). 
Proof. Properties (1) and (2) are obvious from 
k.(z,w) = L C~k(Z)dpk(W) 
k=O 
while properties (3) and (4) were proved in [-4]. [] 
For these kernels, the following recurrence has been derived [3, 4, 12]. 
Theorem 2.3. Let K,(z, w) be the normalized (reproducing) kernel for ~, .  Then (superstar w.r.t, the 
first argument) 
K.(z,w)A LK.- l tz,  w) ' I_Ko(z,w)] 
with 
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O.(z ,w)=c[~.  /5"~F~"(Z)l[L 0 01]d[~. ~"1]' 
c = (1 - [p.12) -1/2, d = (1 - 17.12) -1/2, 
p. = p.(w) = 4~.(w)/ck*(w) = K*(w,~.)/K.(w,o~.) 
= K*(%, w)/K.(%, w), 
7.  = 7 . (w)  = - ~ . (w)p . (w) .  
The coefficients p. and 7. belong to D for w E D. 
Proof. The proof can be found in the cited references where p. was shown to be 
p. = ck.(w)/(p*(w). This expression can be transformed with the properties given before 
49.(w) k*(w,%) _ k*(%,w) _ K*(%,w) 
p.(w) = qS*(w) - k.(w,o~.) k.(c~.,w) K. (~. ,w) '  
which are the given expressions. [] 
If we introduce the kernels of the second kind L . (z ,  w)  by 
L* (z, w) ] 0 ,zw,[ [   ,zw,7 [ 111 ' 
- -  - -  - -  Lo(Z ,  w)  J - -  
then clearly 
K. - L. ] 0.0._ 1 " ' "  01  - -  • 
Thus, if we set O. = 0.0._ 1 "'" 01, we get 
1FK*+L* K*-L*] 
O"=2LK. -L .  K .+L .A"  
The form of the recurrence relation implies the following property. 
Corollary 2.4. The normalized kernels K .  and L. satisfy 
(I x/1 - 17kj2 L.(w,w) = g.(w,w) = i IPkl 2" 
k=l  
Proof. Using 7. = - ~.P., we can derive from the definition of O.(z, w) that 
~(1 -Ip.12)~. ~.(1 -l~.12) -] 1 
O.(w,w) 
I 0 1 - 17.12 J w/1 _ Ip.[2 ,/1 -17.12" 
given by 
(2.2) 
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This implies that 
[ - ~.(w,K"(w'w)l = ) j ,/1-- -~- I~[l~"(w)l= - L._,(w,w)K"-'(w'w)ll 
and because K0(w, w) = 1 = Lo(w, w), we get the expression that was claimed. [] 
The nonnormalized kernels satisfy a similar recurrence viz. 
1 (2.3) 
with 
~1 -I~.(w)l 2 
t , ( z ,w)= i Ip,(w)l 2 O,(z,w), 
which follows easily from the previous corollary. As a consequence we also find that 
1 I~(w)l 2
k,(w,w) = [K, (w,w)]  z = l-[ 
k= l l IPk(W)l 2" 
Corollary 2.5. I f  K .  is the normalized reproducing kernel for 5Y. w.r.t, some measure #, then all the 
normalized reproducing kernels Kk for k = 1, 2, ... , n - 1 are defined uniquely in terms of K. .  
Proof. Because Pk is uniquely defined by Kk, we can invert the previous recurrence r lation, which, 
by induction, is uniquely defined by K,. [] 
Of course the same result holds also for the ordinary (nonnormalized) kernels. There is one more 
property about the reproducing kernels for 5¢. that we shall use later. 
Property 2.6. Given some measure, let k,(z,w) be the reproducing kernel for ~n. Then there exists 
a sequence toj,j = O, 1 . . . .  in D such that the functions kj(z, tO j) j = O, 1, ... , n form a basis for ~n,  
n=0,1 , . . . .  
Proof. Let us write the function k.(z, w) in terms of the basis of the finite Blaschke products 
k.(z ,w)  = ao(w) + a l (w)B l (z )  + ... + a,(w)B,(z) .  
The function kn(z, ton) will be in £,en\L~e._ 1 if an(tOn) V ~ O. NOW clearly a.(w) = k*(a., w) and because 
the latter is, considered as a function of w, an element from £~'n- It can therefore have at most 
n zeros. Thus it is always possible to select some o9. such that k*(o~n, tOn)50,  hence also 
an(ton) V a O. [] 
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3. Measures and interpolation 
Let us define the kernel 
z+w 
D(z, w) - - - .  
Z- -W 
Note the following relation with the Poisson kernel: 
P(z, w) = 1 [D(z, w) + D(z, w).]  
(substar w.r.t, the first argument), so that for z ~ T, P(z, w) = ~D(z ,  w). 
With a measure/x on T, we associate f2 e ~' by 
O(z) = f D(t,z)d (t) + ic, c ~ ff~, (3.1) 
which belongs to Hp for all p < 1 [16, p. 34] and 
 Q(z) = f P(t, z)dp(t) 
has a nontangential  limit to the unit circle a.e., 
lim 9~12(re i°) =/ / (e  i°) a.e., /z'(e i°) = lim/x((0 - h, 0 + h)) 
r~ l -  h~O 2h 
Note that if j" dkt = 1, we get f2(0) = 1 + ic. In fact, every t2 ~ ~ can be represented by an integral of 
this form, which is known as the Riesz-Herglotz representation. The relation between f2 and # is 
one-to-one xcept for the real constant c, which is c = .~f2(0). Thus if j" d~ = Co = 1 and c = 0, then 
f2(0) = 1. In general, c can be chosen to make t2(w) > 0 for some w ~ O. With this particular choice 
of c (i.e., for w = 0 and c = 0), we shall denote the integral (3.1) by 
O(z)  = o (0)  = 1 > o. 
Let £P, be defined by the set of points 
A.  = . .  
Suppose we reorder them such that repeated points are brought together: 
An = {f lo  . . . . .  l o ,  i l l ,  " "  , i l l  , . . .  , i ra  . . . .  , tm}.  
k ~  )k ) k ) y "¢ y 
~¢0 "¢1 Vm 
with flo = 0 and Vo/> 0, while vl, . . . ,  v,, are all positive integers and Z~'=o Vk = n. It is clear that 
a basis for ~a  is given by 
{ek}~=o = {1,z . . . .  ,zV°,(1 - -  /~ IZ)  -1  , . . .  ,(1 - /7 ,z )  -v' . . . . .  (1 - /7 , . z ) - ' ,  ... ,(1 - /7 . , z ) - "} .  
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Among other forms, a typical element in the Gram matrix for the latter basis has the form 
f 1 t t 
((1 - ~t) -k, (1 - f l t)-~). = (1 - ~tt) k (t - fl)t d#(t). 
k>~l  
One can easily check that 
d k 
dw k D(t, w) = 2(kt)t(t - w) -tk+ x), 
and hence 
E 1 ~w k D(t, w) = 2(k!)tk(1 _ ~t)-tk+ X), 
(substar w.r.t, t) so that one can derive that 
and 
k>~l  
~wk Q(W) = ~wkD(t,w)dl2(t)  = 2(kt) ( t -  w) k+l d#(t) 
(3.2) 
dw k £2(w) = ~w k D(t, w) d#(t). 
By partial fraction decomposition, one can see that integrals like (3.2), and hence the Gram matrix, 
will only depend upon values of 
dk w=#+ 
dw k Q(w) 
After checking all the details, one will have proved that the following is true. 
Lemma 3.1. Let p and v be two measures on T and 
Q,(z) = ~--o(t~) and t2v(z) = Jo(V). 
Then the inner product on ~,  w.r.t. # and w.r.t, v is the same if and only if t2u interpolates t2v (in 
Hermite sense, taking repetition of points into account) in the point set A ° = {0, ~tt, ... , ~,} which 
defines the space ~.  Thus 
 Az) - a J z )  
<' , ' )u  = < ' , '> ,  on aLP, ~ zB.(z) -: g(z) ~ H(D). 
The next lemma was proved in [12, p. 458]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let l~ be a measure on T and let ~ ,  = 3-o(#). Define the positive real function 
D(t, z) 
t2~(z) = J-w(#):= JP ( t ,w)  dp(t) + ic, (3.3) 
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where P is the Poisson kernel and c is a real constant which normalizes f2~, by f2~(w) > O. Then 
~(z)  - P (z ,w)  + 1 - Iw l  ~ z~ Co, Co = dit. 
Note 1. The choice of c which makes f2~(w) > 0 is 
ic 
1 
1 - Iwl 2 (v~c~ - wc_~)  
with Ck = S tkdit(t), the moments  of It. 
Note 2. One can verify that f2~'(w) = f2~(0). Thus if S dit = Co = 1 = Or(0), then f2~(w) = 1 too. 
Note 3. Taking the limit for z ~ 0 the formula becomes 
1 
O~'(0) - 1 - Iwl 2 [(1 + Iwl2)co - 2wc_13. 
The previous lemma has the following simple consequence which is a generalization of Lemma 3.1. 
Corollary 3.3. Let It and v be two measures on T and let 
f2~(z) = ~-w(it) and f2~(z) = ~--w(V) 
with ~--w defined as in the previous lemma. Then the inner product on 50, with respect to tt and with 
respect to v is the same if and only if f2~ interpolates f2~ in the point set A~ = {w,~l,  ... ,~,} in 
Hermite sense, i.e., 
~(z)  - ~ ' (z )  
( ' , ' )u=( ' , ' )~on50,  ~ =9(z )~H(D) .  
(z - w)n . (z )  
Proof. With f2~, = J-o(it) and f2~ = 3-o(V), we get from the previous lemma 
a~'(z)  - f~(z )  ~ . (z )  - ~(z )  
(z - w) lL (z )  (z - w)B . (z )P (z ,  w) 
1 - ~z  f~. (z )  - ~L(z )  
1 - ]w l  2 zB . (z )  ' 
which will be in H(D)  if and only if f2 u interpolates f2~ in A ° = {0, ~1, - . . ,  ~, }. By Lemma 3.1, this is 
true if and only if ( . , . )u  = ( ' , " )~ on 5a,. []  
4. The Pick-Nevanlinna algorithm 
Like the Szeg6 polynomials are related to the Schur coefficient problem [-10], the rational 
functions of this paper are related to the P ick-Nevanl inna interpolation problem. When the 
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Pick-Nevanlinna lgorithm (sometimes called generalized Schur algorithm) is brought into a par- 
ticular form, it will be clear from our derivation below that when we run it backward, we get in fact 
the recursion for reproducing kernels. 
Let So(z, w) ~ ~ be a given Schur function, which depends on some fixed parameter w e D and for 
which So(w, w) = 0. We are also given a sequence of interpolation points ca, e2, --. , all in D, and 
not necessarily distinct. For simplicity, we suppose that So is not a finite Blaschke product with 
zeros ~,  ~2, ... (otherwise the algorithm would end after a finite number of steps). 
We describe the first step of the algorithm. It consists of a three stage transformation performed 
on So to give $1 e M: 
S 1 (z, w)  = "t31 ° "/721 ° T l l  (So(Z , W)) = T, 1 (So(Z , W)), 
where 
zll "So ~ S'1 - 
So - 71  
1 - YlSo' 71 = yl(w) = S0(al,w), 
T21"S'l ~ S'; = S 'dG,  G(z )  - [~1[ 1 - ~ lz '  
S'{ - Pl  
"S'; - " T31 ~ $1 1 - -  f i l S t l  , '  P l  = P l (W)  = Sl(W,W). 
$1 will again be in ~ and it is zero for z = w. The first step is a bijection of ~ onto ~ which makes 
S'~ zero in z = ~1. The second step divides out this zero in such a way that the result S'~' is again in 
and the third step "normalizes" $1 so that it is zero in z = w. The last step is not really necessary, 
but we shall see later that it gives the recurrence we need. 
The Pick-Nevanlinna lgorithm now continues to do a similar transformation on $1, using the 
interpolation point ~2 (which may be the same as 71) etc. 
Sk ~--- Tk(Sk- 1) = "Clk o "C2 k o rak(Sk - 1) 
= TI~ o ~(S '~)  
-- Zlk(S'k'), k >1 1. 
If So is in ~ and not rational, then this will continue indefinitely and all Pk and ?k will be in D. One 
easily sees that 
Sk-  l (W,  W) - -  Ilk ,, 
w) = i w) = - = C (w)Sk (w, w)  = 
Conversely, given zk, k = 1, 2, ... , n we may choose Fo ~ ~ such that Fo(w) = 0 and generate 
Fk+l=Z~Jk(Fk) ,  k=0,1  . . . .  ,n - -1 .  
The function F.  will be equal to So if Fo = S,, but in general, when Fo :/: S., F.  will still interpolate 
So in the point set A~ = {w,~l . . . .  ,~.}. More generally, F , -k  will be a partial solution to this 
interpolation problem since it will interpolate Sk in {w, ~,, ~._ 1, . . . ,  ~k + 1 }. 
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As in [12], we now give a homogeneous form of the same algorithm. Let So = Aom/A02 e ~ with 
Aom,A02 e H(D) and A02 zerofree in D. We place numerator and denominator in a row vector 
Ao = [Aom A02]. Such a matrix function is called admissible. The set of admissible matrices is 
d = {A = JAm A2] :A1,A2 6 H(D), Az(Z ) -~ 0 for z cO, A1/A 2 6~}.  
Note that A e d implies AJA n < 0 ( J  = 1 @ - 1) in D. The transformation S._ 1 = zTm(S.) of the 
Pick-Nevanlinna lgorithm can now be formulated as A._ 1 = A.O. (Sk = Akm/Ak2) with 
O,(z ,w)=c[ ; ,  1] [ ( "0  (z) 01]d[71 ~"], 
c = (1 - Ip.12) -m/2, d = (1 - 1?.12) -1/2, 
~n = ~n(W) = An-  m, m(0~n, w)/An-  m,2(O~n, W), 
p. = p.(w) = - lira 7.(z)/(.(z). 
z --* w 
The normalization constants c and d are not necessary, but they turn 0. into a J- inner matrix (if 
w e O), and thus also the product O.(z, w) = 0.... 01 will be J-inner. As we showed in Section 2, 
O. can be written in the form (2.2) with K.(z, w) and L.(z, w) in 5e. for fixed w e O. Now we use 
071 = JOn , J  = Bn, JO* J ,  and B. ,  = 1/B. to get 
1 [  K.+L .  -K*+L*  l 
07 '=~ _K .+L .  K*+L* jB[ I "  
If we plug this into AoOf m =A. ,  with Ao =[1- f2 (z ,w)  1 +(2(z,w)], where f2(z,w)= 
(1 - So(z, w))/(1 + So(z, w)) e ~ for w e D, or equivalently 
1 - ~2(z, w)  
e ~, f2(w, w) = 1, 
1 + f2(z, w) 
So(z, w) - 
then we get 
!2 [1 - ~2(z, w) 
This implies that 
K. + L. 
l+~(z,w)] -K .+L .  
- K*  + L* ] 
K* + L* J = B.A.. 
[L. - K.(2 L* + K*O] = B.A., 
with first component 
L.(z, w) - K.(z, w)f2(z, w) = B.(z)A.1 (z, w). 
Now, since O. is J- inner and since 
K. = (O.)2m + (O.)22 and L. = (0.)22 - (O.)zm, 
we know by Theorem 2.1 that 1/K. e HE and L./K. e ~ for w e D. Hence, setting f2. = L./K., we 
get 
f~.(z, w) - f~(z, w) = B.Ow(Z) 
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with 9w = A,,/K,. Because A, e H(D), and A,l(W, w) = 0, we may conclude that g+ e H(D) and 
gw(w) = 0. This means that t2, interpolates f2 in the point set A~ = {w, ~1, . . . ,  ct.}. 
Note that when choosing A. = [0 2], then Ao = A,O, will give 
L. do2 -- Aol 
w)  - - 
K, Ao2 + AOl" 
One can choose more generally any zt. e d with A,t(w) = 0 and generate Ao = A,O,  which will 
also give some 
Ao2 - 
(2.(z, w) - 
Ao2 + 'dOl' 
which will also interpolate f2 in A TM. 
Thus instead of working with Schur functions So and interpolating Schur functions F,, we work 
with a positive real function f2 e ~ and find interpolating positive real functions t2, e ~'. 
With the Riesz-Herglotz representation theorem which relates positive real functions to positive 
measures on T, we can derive from the previous results a statement about the approximation of 
measures. 
Theorem 4.1. Let # be a measure on T, normalized by S dp = 1 and define f2 = I2(z, w) = 3--w(p)(z) 
with Jw as in (3.3). Furthermore, define the absolutely continuous measure #., depending on w by 
P(t, w) d2(t) 
d/~.(t, w)= [K.(t,w)12, (4.1) 
where P is the Poisson kernel and K, is obtained by the Pick-Nevanlinna lgorithm applied to 
Ao = [1 - f2 1 + f2]. Then on aLP,, the inner products <',. >, and <','>,. are the same. Conse- 
quently, if# does not depend on w, then ( . ,  ">,, will not depend on w for functions in .Se.. 
Proof. We only have to show that 
L . (z .  w)  
w)  - - -  - 9 -+(m)  K.(z,w) 
because, by construction with the Pick-Nevanl inna lgorithm, we know that t2. interpolates f2 in 
A~' = {w, ~1, . . . ,  ~,}. By Corollary 3.3 we then find equality of the inner products on 5,o. 
Because the matrix O. generated by the Pick-Nevanl inna lgorithm is J-inner, we know that 
IlL. L.,l - I 1 [Q. + Q.,]. 
2 K.K.,-2 
which for z e T reduces to 
L,(z, w) ) 1 
9t(f2.(z,w)) = 9~ ~ -iK,(z,w){2. 
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We only have to check the normalization f2.(w, w) = 1 > 0 (recall j" d# = 1). But exactly as in 
Corollary 2.4, we can derive that 
-I kl 2 
L.(w,w) = K.(w,w) = ~ _ ipkl 2. 
k=l  
The proof did not depend on K. being normalized kernels but only on the structure of the J-inner 
matrix. Therefore, we may conclude that 
L.(w, w) 
t2.(w, w) - = 1. 
K.(w, w) 
Thus, the normalization required by J-w(/~.) is fulfilled and hence f2. = J-w(/t.). This proves the 
theorem. [] 
It is not difficult to identify K.(z, w) now as the normalized reproducing kernel for S ,  with 
respect o #, and thus also with respect o/~.. 
Corollary 4.2. With the notation of the previous theorem, it holds that K,(z, w) is the normalized 
reproducin9 kernel for the space ~.  with respect o the measure I~, which is supposed not to depend on 
w, i.e., k.(z,w) 6 5f. as a function of z and 
( f ( t ) ,k . ( t ,w))u=f(w) ,  weD,  f~5~'., 
where k.(t, w) = K.(w, w) K.(t, w). 
Proof. Note that K.(w,w) > 0 and 1/K.(t, w)~ H2, so that for any funct ionfe  ~e. 
(f(t) ,  k.(t, w)) u = (f(t) ,  k.(t, w))u. 
= _If(t) K..(t, w)K.(w, w)P(t, w) 
K.(t, w)K..(t, w) d2(t) 
= (f.(t)K.(w,w) P(t,w)d2(t) 
J K.(t,w) 
=f(w)  
by the Poisson integral of an Hz function. 
Since for fixed w e D, the function k.(z, w) e ~'. by construction, k.(z, w) is the reproducing kernel 
for ~ . ,  [] 
As a conclusion, we can say that, when the Pick-Nevanlinna lgorithm is applied to 
Ao = [1 - J-w(~) 1 + Jw(~)], 
then the resulting O.(z, w) matrix will give us the normalized reproducing kernels K.(z,w) for 
d .  with respect o/~ as well as the associated kernels L.(z, w). 
Note that O. depends only on the values of f2(z) = 3--w(#)(z) for z e A TM (possibly using deriva- 
tives if points are repeated in A w) where we have supposed that f2(w) = 1. Thus we obtain the same 
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O, if we replace f2 by any other f2 which interpolates f2 in A w. It will hold on LP. that 
<-, .>u = <-,.>~ where t~ = Jw(/~). Such an arbitrary f] can be written as 
_ ~o~ - 3o1 
2o2 + Aoi' 
where ~o = A,O, with arbitrary ~. ~ d ,  z~,l(w) = 0. So we could choose d~(t) = P(t, w)fi'(t)d2(t) 
with/T(t) the nontangential limit to the unit circle of 9t~(z), or, when extended to the complex 
plane: 
#'(z) = ½ [~(z) + t~.(z)], 
since 
ID(t, z) 
J-w(fi) = J P(t, w) d~(t) 
1 ¢ 
= -~ ]D(t, z) [~(t )  + I].(t)]  d2(t) = Q(z). 
5. Favard theorem 
Now we shall try to reverse the process. Suppose, we are given some numbers ct., n = 1, 2, ... all 
in O and some numbers p, which are also in D for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  These p, may depend upon the 
complex parameter w. The dependence is for the moment unspecified. Then we generate some 
functions k,(z, w) by a recurrence relation that is formally the same as the recurrence relation for 
the reproducing kernels. As a function of z, these functions k,(z, w) will be in 5~, by construction. 
What can we say about these functions without further specifying what the dependence is on w? 
Eventually, we shall of course want them to be reproducing kernels for 5¢, with respect o some 
measure. We shall start however with some simple lemmas where the dependence upon w is 
irrelevant. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose k,(z, w) are functions in ~,  depending on some parameter w ~ D satisfying the 
recurrence relation 
ko(z, w) = 1, 
k.(z,w) = e,(w)[2,(z,w)k*_l(Z,W) + f~,(z,w)k,_l(z,w)], n = 1,2 . . . . .  
~.(w)  = - ~ . (w)p . (w) ,  p . (w)  ~ o ,  
e,(w) = (1 - Ip.(w)12) - ' ,  
,~.(z,w) = p . (w)~. (z )  + ~.(w)  = pn(W)[~.(Z)  -- ~.(W)] E ~el, 
2,(z,w) = p,(w)#,(z)y,(w) + 1 = 1 -Ip.(w)lZ#.(z)#.(w)~ £ '1. 
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Then k*(z, w) satisfies (the superstar is with respect o the first argument) 
k~(z, w) = 1, 
k*(z,w) = e.(w)[tr.(z,w)k*_l(Z,W) + ~.(z,w)k._l(z,w)],  n = 1,2, . . . ,  
~r.(z, w) = (.(z) + 7.(w)p.(w) = (.(z)(.(w)lp.(w)l 2 = 2*(z, w), 
~.(z,w) = ~.(z)7.(w) + p.(w) = p.(w)[1 - (.(z)(.(w)] = 2*(z,w). 
Proof. The formulation of the lemma is so explicit that its proof is trivial. [] 
Note that the previous result can be reformulated as 
k.(z, w) J Lk.-, tz, w)J' Lko(z, w)J 
with t.(z, w) of exactly the same form as the matrix t. of (2.3). This implies that Corollary 2.4 is 
applicable here in its reformulation for the functions k.. Thus the k. as generated above satisfy 
" 1 - I~(w) l  2 
k,,(w, w) = l-[ 1 -IPk(W)l 2 > O. 
k=l  
Hence we may consider the normalized versions K,,(z, w) = k,,(z, w ) / ~  and these satisfy the 
recurrence 
r :'z'w l = ' = w,] [',] 
where O.(z, w) has the same form as in Section 2. 
Lemma 5.2. With the previous notation 1/K.(z, w) e H2 and hence also 1/k.(z, w) e H2. 
Proof. This follows for K. directly from the 0. being J-inner and the properties of Theorem 2.1. 
Together with the previous lemma this implies that the property also holds for k.. [] 
Lemma 5.3. Let k, be generated as in the previous lemmas. Then 
k*(~,,w) K*(~.,w) 
p. (w)  - k . (~. ,  w) - K . (~. ,  w)"  
Proof. Note that 
k*(ct,,, w) = e,,(w)[a,,(o~,, w)k*_ 1(~,,, w) + ~,,(o:,,, w)k,,_ 1(7,, w)], 
~.(~. ,w)  = - C.(w)lp.(w)l 2, a. (~. ,w)  = p . (w) ,  
k.(~., w) = e.(w)[2.(~., w)k*_ 1 (ct., w) + 2.(~., w)k._ 1(~., w)], 
2.(~.,w) = - p.(w)~.(w), 2.(ct.,w) = 1. 
Taking the ratio k*(ct., w)/k.(~., w) gives precisely p.(w). [] 
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As a consequence of this, we can, as in the case of reproducing kernels conclude that k. will 
completely define all the previous k~ for j = n - 1, n - 2, . . . ,  0 and similarly K, will define all the 
previous ones. Thus if k. is reproducing kernel for 5O, with respect to some measure, then kj will be 
reproducing kernels for 5O., j = n - 1, n - 2 . . . .  ,1 with respect o the same measure. 
This is about as far as we can get without further specification of how p. depends upon w. For an 
arbitrary sequence of numbers pk(W), depending on w and satisfying Ipk(w)l < 1, one may not 
expect hat the corresponding O, matrix contains (normalized) reproducing kernels for 5°, with 
respect o any measure whatsoever. 
For arbitrary pk(W), k = 1, ... ,n, one can build O, from which we can extract 
K, = (O,)21 + (0,)22 and the corresponding measure/~, as in Theorem 4.1. We then do have 
that 
(f(t),k.(t,w))u. =f(w)  Vfe 5O., (5.1) 
where k.(z,w)= K.(w,w)K.(z,w). However, this #. will depend on w and therefore we cannot 
conclude from (5.1) that k. is a reproducing kernel since although it reproduces anyfe  5O., it does 
so only in the special point w on which/~, depends. 
If q~o . . . . .  q~. is an orthonormal basis for 5O., then the kernels are 
k.(z,w) = 4k(Z)4 k(W) 
k=0 
and this reflects a specific symmetry in z and w. It implies for example that as a function of w, 
k.(z, w) should be in 5O.. In general, a reproducing kernel should be sesqui-analytic, that is 
k.(z, w) = k.(w, z) and more specifically, in 5O. all the relations given in Property 2.2 should hold. 
This means that the way in which k.(z, w) depends upon w is very special, and one should not 
expect hat the choice of arbitrary pk(W), which depend in some exotic way on w, will provide this. 
One an easily check this by considering the simple case of n = 1 for example. 
So we shall have to introduce the notion of a sequence pR(W) having the property that the 
corresponding k. are indeed reproducing kernels. We shall say that such a sequence pk(W) has the 
reproducing kernel (RK) property. 
Since the k,(z, w) as they were generated in the previous lemmas depend upon w via pi(w) in 
a very complex way, it is not easy to find conditions on how the coefficients pi(w) should depend 
upon w to ensure that k,(z, w), as a function of w, is in 5O,. The reader is invited to try and check this 
for the simplest possible case n = 1. 
It is yet an open problem to find a direct and simple characterisation f the pi(w) having the RK 
property. For the moment we content ourselves with a characterisation that is in the line of this 
paper and shall formulate some equivalent conditions. Unfortunately, none of these will give 
a direct characterization f how the coefficients Pk should depend on w. If such a characterization 
exists, it is still to be found. 
As explained in the previous lemmas, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
coefficients {p,(w): i,...,n}, the functions {k~(z,w): i= 1,.. . ,n}, the normalized functions 
{K~(z,w):i= 1,. . . ,n} and the J-inner matrices {O~(z,w):i= 1.... ,n}. We shall say that one of 
these (and therefore also all the others) has the RK property if on ~. ,  the inner product ( -,- ) . .  is 
independent ofw, where #. is the measure defined in terms of the K.(z, w) by an expression like (4.1). 
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It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 that the pi(w) will have the RK property if they 
can be generated by the Pick-Nevanl inna lgorithm applied to some Ao e a¢, Aol (w) = 0 which is 
of the form 
Ao = [1 - 3w(fi) 1 + J-w(fi)], (5.2) 
where 
o,z> ,(w ) 
J-w(fi)(z) - P(z,w-------) + 1 - ]w[  ~ z# , I2 = 5-o(~) (5.3) 
for some measure ~ satisfying Sd~ = 1 and independent of w. Since L,(z, w)/K,(z, w) as generated 
by the Pick-Nevanl inna lgorithm shall interpolate this ~--w(fi) in A TM and thus also L,(z, O)/K,(z, O) 
will interpolate f2 = @o(fi) in A °, we see that O,(z, w) shall have the RK property if 
L,(z,w) L.(z,O)/K.(z,O) 1 (w ) 
K,(z, w-----~)  P(z, w) + 1 - IwJ  ~ z~ for zeA l .  
In view of the comments given before Theorem 4.1, the Oi will also have the RK property if there 
exists some A, e d with g,:(w) = 0 and Ao = A,O. of the form (5.2) and (5.3). 
We can use now g,(z,w) = [~,(z, w) 1] with g, (z ,w)e~ and g.(w,w) = 0, to get 
go = g.O. 
~K* + L ff K* -L*  1 
=½[S"  1 ] I _K . -L .  K.+L , ,  
[~.(K* + L*) + (K. L.) &(K* L*) + (K. + L.)]. 
If this has to be of the form (5.2), then 
zJ02 - g01 L. - S.L* 
= 
Ao2 + 2ol K, + 3.K*" 
We may thus conclude that Oi, i -- 1, . . . ,  n will have the RK property if there exists some function 
~.(z, w) e ~,  which may depend upon a parameter w and which satisfies ~,(w, w) = 0, such that the 
function f2,(z), defined by 
(2 , ( z )=FL , (z ,w) -  S,(z,w)L*(z,w) z - lw-  zw 1 
LK,(z, w) S,(z, w)K*(z, w) 1 -- Iw-~ P(z, w) 
belongs to ~ and is independent of w. 
We now have a Favard type theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Let the k,(z,w) be 9enerated as in the previous lemmas and let K, (z ,w)= 
k,(z,w)/ k~/-~,(w, w) be their normalized versions. Suppose the p.(w) form a sequence with the RK 
property. Then there exists a Borel measure on T such that for n = O, 1, 2, ... the function k,(z, w) is 
a reproducin9 kernel for Y , .  Thus there is a measure p such that for n = O, 1, 2, ... 
( f ( z ) ,k , ( z ,w) ) ,=f (w)  VfG~q'., VwGD. 
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~,tional functions U~=o~. where Yl, = ~.  + ~, ,  and ~q,, = {f ,  : fe  5e,}, are dense in the 
~ of continuous functions on T, then the measure It is unique. 
. the p. have the RK property, then It~(t) = It.(t, w) as defined in (4.1) will define an inner 
.,zt ( .," )~. which on he, will be independent of w, which implies as in Corollary 4.2 that the 
.,w) is a reproducing kernel for 5e. with respect o I t . (t)= It°(t)= It,(t,0). Because by the 
revious lemma, the kernel k, defines all the previous ones, we shall also have that ks(z, w) is 
reproducing kernel for ~e~ with respect o the measure It,(t) for j = n - 1, n - 2, . . . .  
We can now use the same reasoning as in the case of the Favard theorem for the orthogonal 
functions [7] or for orthogonal polynomials [18]. Since the distribution functions 
liP(ei°,O) f'od2(o) It,(t) = iK,(eiO, 0)12 d2(0) = iK,(eiO,0)12 
are increasing functions and uniformly bounded ( j 'd i t ,= 1, because ~Y-o(it,)=f2,(z)= 
L,(z,O)/K,(z,O) and ~,(0) = 1 and j" dit = Co = f2,(0)), there exists a subsequence such that 
lim #,k(0)= It(0) and lim ff(ei°)dit, k(O)= f fd i t  
k--* oo k--* oo 
for al l fcontinuous on T. Thus, for n = 0, 1, . . . ,  the kernels k,(z, w) are all reproducing in 5e. with 
respect o this measure #. 
To prove the uniqueness, we note that, because these k. are reproducing kernels,we may apply 
Property 2.6. Thus there exists a sequence of complex numbers co,,n = 0, 1 . . . .  such that the 
sequence of functions k,(z, co.), n = 0, 1 . . . .  forms a basis for ~e~. Thus we may define a linear 
bounded functional • on No~ (hence, because of the denseness also in C(T)) by means of 
O(ki(z, col)k j. (z, co j)) = f ki(z,fDi) kj(z, co j) d# = kin(co j,  co/), 
where m = min {i,j }. By the Riesz representation theorem of bounded linear functionals, it follows 
that It is unique. [] 
Note. As in the Favard theorem for the orthogonal functions I-7-], the rationals being dense in C(T) 
is only a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the measure. The denseness of the rationals in 
C(T) is equivalent with the Blaschke condition Z (1 - I~kl) = ~.  In the polynomial case where all 
~k = 0 and &o =/-/ , ,  this condition is always satisfied. It is well known that the trigonometric 
polynomials are dense in C(T). Also in the case where there is only a finite number of different 
~k which are repeated cyclically, this condition is satisfied. 
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